ON QUASI-CONFORMALITYAND PSEUDOANALYTICITYC1)
BY

AKIRA MORI
1. Introduction. There exist various definitions of quasi-conformality
and
pseudo-analyticity.
The following definition seems to be most basic: A topological mapping w= T(z) =u(x, y)+iv(x, y) of a plane region D of the z = x+iyplane onto a region in the w = u+iv-plane
is called quasi-conformal if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) the partial derivatives ux, uy, vx, and vv exist and are continuous;
(ii) J(z) = uxvv — uuvx > 0; and

max I Dtw \
Q(z) = | ,
, ^ K

(Hi)
for a constant K^.1,

min | Dew \
e

where

Dew = (ux cos 6 + uy sin t?) + i(vx cos 6 + vy sin 0),

0 ^ d < 2ir.

A pseudo-analytic
function w=f(z) in D is defined as an interior mapping
of D into the w-sphere(2), which is a quasi-conformal
mapping of D onto the
Riemann image of D under/(z).
The most essential
property
of a quasi-conformal
mapping
T is that
moduli of a quadrilateral
fi in D and its F-image satisfy the relation

(1)

the

K'1 mod fi ^ mod F(fi) ^ K mod fi;

(for the definition of the terms, cf. §2).
For certain reasons(3), we usually allow, in the above definition, the presence of an exceptional
set consisting of isolated points in D, where the existence or the continuity of the partial derivatives may be violated. Naturally,
(1) holds also in such cases.
This definition, however, has some disadvantages,
e.g., the limit of a
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(2) Some mathematicians

prefer to deduce this property

of f(z) from other conditions

posed on it.
(3) Especially, in order to include some extremal mappings;
5 in §5 of the present paper.
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uniformly convergent sequence of uniformly quasi-conformal(4)
mappings
is in general not quasi-conformal in the sense stated above.
Yuj6b6 [18] gave a rather general definition of quasi-conformality
and
pseudo-analyticity,
for which the usual proof of (1) (cf. that of Theorem 2,
§4) is still valid, and developed his theory to a considerable extent. Though
his arguments go deep into the matter, his definition has a further disadvantage: it does not assure the quasi-conformality
of the inverse to a quasiconformal mapping.
In the present paper, we shall start from the most general definition, based
directly on (1), and shall deduce differentiability
properties sufficient to
carry out the usual proofs. Our definition also has the following advantages:
(i) if T is quasi-conformal,
so is its inverse T~l; (ii) the family of uniformly
pseudo-analytic (5) functions
in D is closed with respect to uniform convergence on compact subsets; and (iii) there exists a "pseudo-analytic
continuation."
Essentially the same definition was suggested by Pfluger [12 ]; simple consequences were stated by Hersch and Pfluger [9]. In a recent paper [l] of
Ahlfors, the same definition of quasi-conformality
is used, and some of our
results (especially Theorems 2' and 7) are stated in a weaker form, the proofs

being quite different.

2. Definitions.
Quadrilateral. Let fl be a simply connected region on the z-plane bounded
by a Jordan curve, and let Zi, z2, z%,z4 he four distinct boundary points of fl,
which lie in this order on the positively oriented boundary curve. We call
such a configuration a "quadrilateral,"
and denote it by fi(zi, z2, z3, z4). An
orientation
preserving topological mapping of the plane transforms
quadrilaterals into quadrilaterals.
Modulus of a quadrilateral.
Map the region fl conformally onto a rectangle: 0<£<l,0<77</z,
in the f = t;+ir]-plane, in such a manner that zi, z2, z$, z4
correspond to the vertices f = 0, 1, l+ih, ih respectively.
We call the positive
number h the modulus of the quadrilateral
fl(zi, z2, z3, z4), and denote it by

mod fl(zi, Zi, z^ z4)(6). Obviously,
(2)

mod fi(s2, z3, Zi, Zi) = 1/mod 0(zi, z2, z3, z4).

Definition.
A topological mapping w = T(z) of a plane region D onto
another such region A is called quasi-conformal with the parameter K, or, simply,

a K-QC mapping, if
(i) w= T(z) preserves orientation of the plane, and
(ii) for any quadrilateral fl(zi, z2, z3, z4) contained in D together with its

boundary,
(4) I.e., with uniformly bounded dilation quotients Q(z).
(6) I.e., with one and the same parameter of pseudoanalyticity
(s) When no confusion can arise, we write simply mod Q.

K; cf. §2.
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(3)

mod F(fi(zi, Zi, z3, zi)) ^ K mod fi(zi, z2, z3, zi),

where K is a constant ^ 1.
Condition (ii) states a global property of T. We shall later prove that it
follows from the corresponding local properties; cf. Theorem 2, §4.
Applying (3) to fi(z2, z3, zit zi) and using (2), we see that also
K~r mod fi(zi, z2, z3, zi) ±£ mod F(fi(zi, z2, z3, zi)).

Hence, if T is a K-QC mapping,

its inverse F_1 is also K-QC. Further,

we note

the following obvious facts: if 1 SK^K',
a K-QC mapping is a K'-QC mapping; a mapping, which is K'-QC for any K'>K^1,
is K-QC; and a K-QC
mapping followed by a K'-QC mapping is a (KK')-QC mapping.
Since any conformal mapping is a 1-QC mapping(7), the composition of
three mappings, of which the second is K-QC and the first and the third are con-

formal, is a K-QC mapping.
In order to define the pseudo-analyticity
of a function, we remark first
that the notion of a K-QC mapping between plane regions can be immediately carried over, at least locally, by means of local parametrizations,
to the
case of a topological mapping of a Riemann surface onto another.
Let w—f(z) be a complex-valued(8) function defined in a plane region D,
and suppose that it is an interior mapping of D into the w-sphere in the sense
of Stoilow [16]. Then, as is well known, the set of all pairs of points (z,f(z)),
z in D, forms a Riemann surface F, the "Riemann image" of D under/(z).The
transformation
z<->(z,/(z)) is a topological mapping between D and F.
Definition.
A complex-valued function w=f(z) defined in a plane region D
is called pseudo-analytic with the parameter K, or, simply, a K-PA function,
if it is either identically equal to a constant or satisfies the following conditions:
(i) w=f(z) is an interior mapping of D into the w-sphere; and
(ii) the transformation
z<r+(z, f(z)) is a (locally) K-QC mapping of D onto

the Riemann image F of D by f(z).
Since the Riemann surface F can be mapped conformally onto a plane
region, we have the following proposition: w=f(z) is a K-PA function if and
only if it can be represented in the form w = <p(T(z)), where f = T(z) is (locally)
a plane K-QC mapping and </>(f) is an analytic function.

3. Lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let fiCn)(zf0, zf, zf, zf), ra = l, 2, • • • , be a sequence of quadrilaterals, and let fi(zi, z2, z3, zi) be a quadrilateral. Suppose that the boundary

arcs [zfzfr,
Frichet

[zfzf}~,

[zfefV,

and [zfzfp

of £<»> converge in the

sense to the boundary arcs [zxz2]^, [z2z3] , [z3Zi] , and

Then lim„_+M mod fi(n) =mod fi.
(7) As for the converse, cf. Corollary

(8) The value w— » is admitted.

1 of Theorem

3, §4.

[z4Zi]~ of fi.
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Hence: if a sequence of K-QC mappings of D converges to a topological mapping of D uniformly on compact subsets, the limit mapping is K-QC(*).

Proof. Without loss of generality assume that z = 0 belongs to all fl(B) and
fl. Let z=/„(f) be the function which maps U: |f| <1 conformally onto
fl(n), with the normalization/n(0)
=0,/„' (0) >0. Let z=/(f) be the corresponding mapping function for fl. By Courant's
theorem [4], /n(f) converges to
/(f) uniformly on the closure of U. Let ff, *=1. 2, 3, 4, be the image of z<n)
under/~\
f< the image of zf under/-1.
Since lim„/n(^n)) =z,=/(f.)
and/(f)
is univalent on the closure of U, we have lim„ £ja)= fi, i = l, 2, 3, 4. Since
mod U(eiH, eie*, eies, eie*) is a continuous function of the four variables

0i<02<03<04<0i

+ 2tt, the lemma follows.

We state without

proof the following theorem

of Rengel

[14].

Lemma 2. Let fl(zi, z2, z3, z4) be a quadrilateral, let S be the area of fl, and X
the infimum of the lengths of curves in fl, which connect the boundary arcs [z4Zi]~

and [z2z3]^ of fl. Then mod fi^S/X2.
A doubly connected plane region bounded by two continua will be called
an annulus. For any annulus A, we can find a circular ring 0 <q< \ z\ <1 conformally equivalent to A. We call the positive number log (l/q) the modulus

of A, and denote it by mod A.
Lemma 3. Let T be a K-QC mapping of D. Then, for any annulus
is contained in D and is bounded by two Jordan curves in D(10),

(4)

A, which

K-1 mod A i mod T(A) i K mod A.

Hence, by a simple approximation
process, we see immediately that a K-QC
mapping w = T(z) never maps \z\ < 1 onto \w\ < + oo, nor 0<q<|z\
< 1 onto

0<\w\

<1.

Proof. Since also TT-1 is K-QC, it suffices to prove the second
Making auxiliary conformal mappings, we may assume that A is
ring q< \z\ <1, that T(A) is r< \ w\ <1, and that T is defined and
on the closure of A. We cut A along the positive real axis, so
= log z, it is transformed into a rectangle fl in the z'-plane. Then

inequality.
the circular
topological
that, by z'

mod fi(log q, 0, 27ri, log q + 2iri) = 2x / log — = 2x/mod A.

1

q

By the mapping w' = T'(z') =log T(e''), the quadrilateral
fl is transformed
into a quadrilateral in the w' = log w-plane. Applying Lemma 2 to T'(Q), we
obtain
(*) Compare with Corollary 1 of Theorem 10, §6.
(10) This second condition can be easily removed by a simple approximation

process.
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/ jlog— |

= 27r/mod T(A).

Now, T' is topological on the closure of fi, and K-QC in fi. Hence, by an
approximation
process used in proving Lemma 1, we obtain easily the inequality

if-1 mod fi g mod F'(fi),
and the desired inequality follows.
The following lemma plays a fundamental

role in the sequel.

Lemma 4. Let w = T(z) be a K-QC mapping of a plane region D onto another
such region A. Suppose that a disc \z —z0\ ^r is contained in D, and let m(r),
M(r) denote the minimum and the maximum of \ T(z) — T(z0) \ on the circumference [ s —ZoI =r. Then,
M(r) ^ e*Km(r),

provided that the disc \w—T(zi)\

^M(r)

is contained in A.

Proof. If m(r) = M(r), there is nothing to prove. If m(r) <M(r), denote by
A the annulus m(r) < \w — F(z0)| <Af(r) contained in A. Its inverse image
F_1(^4) is a plane annulus; one of its complementary
continua contains
z = z0 and a point on | z —z0\ =r, the other contains the point at infinity and
a point on the same circumference.
By Teichmuller's
theorem [17], the modulus of such an annulus does not exceed that of the x+iy-plane
slit along the
segment —r^x^O
and the ray r^x<
+ <=o.The latter is known to be

= 7r (cf. [17]). Hence, by Lemma 3,
M(r)
log —— = mod A g K mod T~\A) ^ irK,
m(r)

which implies the result.
Lemma 5. Let C: w = w(s)=u(s)+iv(s),
O^s^L,
be a simple rectifiable
curve in the w = u+iv-plane,
s being the arc length of C measured from w(0) to
w(s). Let E be a closed set of positive measure mE on the s-interval, and let Ew be
its image in the w-plane. Then, at least one of the projections of Ew on the u- and
v-axes is of positive linear measure.

Proof. u(s) and v(s) are absolutely continuous
= 1 almost everywhere in 0<5<L,
so that

in s, and (du/ds)2+(dv/ds)2

mE = f {(du/ds)2+ (dv/ds)2Y>2ds
^ f | du/ds \ds+ \ \ dv/ds\ ds.
J E

Hence, at least one of the last two integrals

J E

is ^w£/2>0.

J E

We assume that
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the first one is positive, and prove that the set of values w(5) for sEE is of
positive linear measure.
Cover the closed set E by an open set G consisting of a finite number of
nonoverlapping
open intervals 7„. For any — a> <u< + », let N(u; 7„) denote the number of points s in 7„ satisfying
u(s)=u.
Then, by Banach's
theorem (cf. [15, p. 280]), N(u; In) is Borel measurable, and its integral over
— t» <u < + oo equals the absolute variation of w(5) on 7„, i.e.

C "^
C Idu \
I
N(u; In)du =
—\ds.
J -oo

J In I ds I

Putting N(u; G) = Y" N(u; In), we have
/+«>
-oo

/• I du I

N(u;G)du=

| \ — \is.

Jq\

ds\

Now, we let G tend to E from above, so that the right hand side tends to
JE|du/ds|ds.
Since N(u; G) decreases with G for each u, the left hand side
tends to the integral of limc^ N(u; G) =N(u).
Let N(u; E) be the number of points 5 on Ti satisfying m(5) =u. Clearly,
N(u; E)iN(u).
We shall prove that the equality holds whenever N(u) is
finite. Since, for each u, N(u; G) is an integer if finite, we have N(u)=N
= N(u; G) ior G sufficiently close to E. Let s,-, i = l, • • • , N, be the N points
in G satisfying u(si) =u. Since N(u; G) = N for any G close to E, each 5,-must
be contained in any such G, so that s,EE, * = 1, • • • , N. Hence, we have

N(u;E)^N

= N(u).

Since N(u)

is integrable

Hence, N(u; E) is Lebesgue

-„o
Hence, N(u; E)>0

over

-co

<w < + oo, it is finite for almost

measurable

and integrable,

N(u;E)du = I

— Ids > 0.

J b I ds I

for a set of u of positive

4. Fundamental

all u.

and we have

measure,

q.e.d.

properties of K-QC mappings.

Theorem
1(u). Let w=T(z)=u(x,
y)+iv(x, y) be a K-QC mapping of a
plane region D in the z = x+iy-plane
onto another such region A in the w = u +iv-

plane. Then,
(i) w= T(z) is totally differentiablei}2) almost everywhere in D;
(ii) at each point z, at which w = T(z) is totally differentiable,
(u) Theorem 1 can be used in order to prove, in a few lines, that the definition of quasiconformality used by Mori is equivalent to the analytic definition, more precisely, that every
quasi-conformal
mapping in the sense of Mori has generalized i2 derivatives satisfying the
differential inequality (ii), cf. [20]. Statement (iii) of Theorem 1 has been proved independently

by K. Strebel [25]. L. B.
(12) I.e., both u(x, y) and v(x, y) are totally differentiable.
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max | Dsw\2 g K-J(z),
i

where
Dew = (ux cos B + uy sin 6) + i(vx cos 6 + vv sin 6),

J(z) = uxvy — uyvx ^ 0;

(iii) for almost all y = yo, w=T(x, y0) is absolutely continuous(n)
any closed interval contained in the intersection of y=yo and D.

in x on

In virtue of these properties, we can extend almost all known results on
continuously
differentiable
quasi-conformal
mappings to the class of K-QC
mappings, by simple recapitulation
of the original proofs.
Proof of (i). In view of Rademacher-Stepanoff's
theorem (cf. [15, p. 310]),
it suffices to show that, at almost every z in D,

I T(z + Az) - T(z) |

(5)

lim sup-1-j-<

aj-*o

I AzI

+ oo,

For any Borel set E in D, we denote by S(E) the two-dimensional measure
of its image T(E) in A, which also is a Borel set. Clearly, S(E) is a nonnegative additive function of Borel sets, so that, by Lebesgue's theorem it is
differentiable
in the general sense almost everywhere in D.
For any fixed z and sufficiently small r>0, denote by m(r) and M(r) the
minimum and the maximum of |AF| = | F(z+Az) — F(z)| for |Az| =r. Let dr
denote the closed disc of radius r about z. Since, by Lemma 4, | AF| ^ AT(r)
^erKm(r),

we have

\ I Az I /

r2

Trr2

For r—>0, the last quotient tends to the derivative DS(z) of S(E), if 5 is derivable at z. Hence, (5) holds almost everywhere in D, q.e.d.
Proof of (ii). Suppose that w(x, y) and v(x, y) are totally differentiable
at
z0. By translations
and suitable rotations of the z- and w-planes, which clearly
leave T(zo) and max« | D$w\2 invariant, we get z0 = T(zi) = 0 and
u(x, y) — ax + °(I z I )>
Since T preserves the orientation
so that we may assume O^b^a.

v(x, y) = by + o( | z | ).

of the plane, J(0) =ab cannot

be negative,

Suppose first that 7(0)=ao>0. For small 5>0, let fi(5(-l-T),
5(1 -i),
8(1+i), 6( —1+i)) be the square —8<x<S, —8<y <5. Since mod $2= 1, we
have mod F(fi)^i£-1.

As is easily seen from Lemma

b/a for 5—K),so that a^Kb.

Hence,

(la) I.e., both u(x, yo) and v(x, yi) are absolutely

continuous.

1, mod F(fi) tends to
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| Dew |2 = a2 cos2 6 + b2 sin2 6 < a2 i Kab = K-J(0)

for any O^0<27r.

Next, suppose that b = 0. Then, J(0)=ab = 0 and T(0, y)=o(\y\).

By

Lemma 4, we have

| u(x, y) \ i

| T(x, y) \ i e^\

7(0, \z\)\

= o(\z\).

Hence, ax = u(x, y)+o(|z|)
=o(|z|),
so that a = 0. Then, \Dtw\ 2 = a2 cos2 0
+ b2 sin2 0 = 0 for any 0.
Proof of (iii). Let Xi<x<x2, yi<y<y2 he a rectangle contained in D together with its boundary. Since D can be covered by a denumerable
infinity
of such rectangles, it suffices to prove that, for almost all y=yo, yi<ya<y2,
T(x, yo) is absolutely continuous in x on the interval xiixix2.
For any yi<yo<y2, let A(y0) denote the area of the T'-image of the subrectangle xi<x<x2,
yi<y<yoSince A(y0) is a monotone increasing function
of y0, it has a finite derivative A'(y0) at almost every y0. We choose such a y0.
For any small Ay>0, let fl denote the rectangle Xi<x<x2, y0<y<yo+Ay.

Its image T(fl) in A has the area A(y0+Ay) —A(y0)(u). Let X(y0, Ay) be the
infimum of the lengths of continuous curves in T(fl), which connect the
T-image of x = Xi, y0<y<yo+Ay
to that of x = x2, y0<y<y0+Ay.
Applying
Lemma 2 to the T-image of the quadrilateral
U(xi + iyo, x2 + iyo, x2 + i(y0 + Ay), Xi + i(y0 + Ay)),

we have
mod T(S72)i

{A(y0 + Ay) - A(y0)}/(\(y0,

Since Ay/(x2— Xi) =mod QiK
(X(yo, Ay)Y i

K(x2 -

< K(x2-

Ay))2.

mod T(fl), it follows that
xi)

A(y0 + Ay) — A(y0)
; -^

xl){A'(y0)

Ay

+ 1} = A(y0)

for any sufficiently small Ay>0.
Let .ri = £o<£i<
• • • <£n = x2 be an arbitrary
subdivision of the interval
Xiixix2.
For any given e>0, take Ay so small that | T(£i, y) — T(%,-,y0) | <e,
t = 0, 1, •••,»,
for ya<y<yo+Ay.
For such a Ay, any curve C in fl, which
connects the opposite sides on x = Xi and x = x2, contains n nonoverlapping
arcs, whose T-images connect a point in the disc \w —T^-i,
yo)| <e to a
point in \w—T(^i, yo)\ <e, * = 1, • ■ • , n. Hence, the length of the T'-image
of Cis not less than Yl-i {\ T(%u yo) —r(f,_i, y0)| —2Me}. Among such C's,
there is one, whose image in 7"(fl) has a length <A(y0). Hence,
(14)yo being a point of continuity

of the function A(ya).
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n

Y I T(ki, yo) - T($i-x,yo)| < A(y„)+ 2m.
i=l

Letting first e—»0, and next ra—->+°° so as to make max,- (£»•—£,-i)—>0, we see
that F(x, yo) is of bounded variation on Xigx^x2.
Let the rectifiable
curve w = T(x, yi), xi^x^x2,
be represented
by
w = w(s), O^s^L,
in terms of its arc length 5 from w(0) = T(xx, yi); and let
x = x(s), s = s(x) be the composed topological mappings between O^s^L
and
Xi^x^x2. The absolute continuity of T(x, y0) is equivalent to that of 5 = 5(x),
and to prove the latter it suffices to show that any closed set Ex of measure
zero in the open interval Xi<x<x2 is mapped by 5 = 5(x) onto a closed set E
of measure zero in 0<5<L(15).
Suppose that mEx = 0 and mE>0.
Then, dx(s)/ds = 0 must hold almost
everywhere on E. Further, for w = w(s), liniA,,o | w(5+A5) —w(s)\ /| A5I =1
almost everywhere in 0<5<T.
Hence, by Egoroff's theorem, we can find a
closed subset E' of E, having positive measure such that for a sequence
A5n~+0
{ x(s + As„) — x(s) }/As„ —>0 and

| w(s + Asn) — w(s) \ / \ Asn | —> 1

uniformly for sEE'. We denote by E'w the image of E' in the w-plane.
For any e>0 choose A5>0 so small, that x(s+As)—x(s)
<eAs

r(s, As) = Iw(5+A5) -w(s) | >A5/2 for sEE'. For a fixed sEE',

and

let tn(r), M(r)

be the minimum and the maximum of | T~l(w) — (x(s) +iyi) | on the circumference I w —w(s)\ =r = r(s, As). Then, since T~l is a K-QC mapping, we have,

by Lemma 4,

I T-^w) - (x(s) + iy0) I ^ M(r)
^ eTKm(r) ^ erK {x(s + As) — x(s) } < erKcAs

for any w in the disc \w —w(s)\ =^r(s, As). Since E' is closed and contained
in theopen interval 0<5<L,anyof
thediscs |z —(x(5)+iyo)|
<eTKeAs, sEE',
is contained
in the rectangle X!<x<x2,
yi<y<y2,
provided that A.? is sufficiently small. Hence, the F-image of the rectangle Xi<x<x2,
y0—eTKeAs<y
<yo+e*KeAs contains all the discs \w —w(s)\ ^r(s, As) with sEE', so that
A(yo+erKeAs) —A(yo —e*KeAs) is not less than the area of the part of A
covered by these discs.
Set m = max {mEI, mEi, }, where El and £„' are the projections
of E'w
on the u- and v-axes, so that, by Lemma 5, m>0. Since r(5, A5)>A5/2, the
area of the part of A covered by the discs | w —w(s)\ ^r(s, As) with sEE' is
not less than mAs. Hence,
^4(yo + eTKcAs) — A(y0 — e*KeAs) 2> mAs.
(16)Since s = s(x) is topological,

this is equivalent

to the Lusin's condition

(N).
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small, the left hand side does not exceed 2e*KeAs{A'(y0)

+1}, so that
2e*K{A'(yo) + l}e ^ m > 0.
Since e>0
continuous

is arbitrary,
on xi^x^x2.

Theorem

this is a contradiction.

1 is now completely

Thus,

T(x, y0) is absolutely

proved.

Theorem
2. Let w= T(z) be a topological mapping of some plane region D
onto another such region. If T is K-QC in a neighborhood of each point of D,

it is K-QC in D(16).
Corollary.

A function

w =/(z),

which is K-PA in a neighborhood of each

point of D, is K-PA in D.
Since the method is typical, we give a detailed proof.
Proof. Let fl(zi, z2, z3, z4) be a quadrilateral
contained in D together with
its boundary. We have to show that mod &iK mod T(fl). Making auxiliary
conformal mappings, we may assume that fl is the rectangle 0<x<l,
0<y<h

= mod fl with the four vertices Zi= 0, z2=l, z3= l+ih, Zi = ih, and that T(fl)
is 0<m<1,
0<v<H=mod
T(fl) with the vertices T(zx)=0, T(z2) = l,
T(z3) = l+iH,T(Zi)=iH.
Since the region fl can be covered by a denumerable infinity of neighborhoods, in each of which T is K-QC, we see, by part (iii) of Theorem 1, that for

almost all 0<y0<h,

the length of the T-image of the segment

y = yo is represented
by the integral fl\dT(x,
y0)/dx\ dxi
nects a point on u = 0 to a point on u = 1, we have

(6)
for almost

0<x<l,

+ 00. Since it con-

.af'ISh***
Jo I dx
all 0<y0<^,

so that,

1i

by Schwarz'

rl\dT(x,y0)

I Jo I

dx

inequality,

'

dx.

Since, as is easily seen, the partial derivatives ux and vx are measurable
functions of (x, y) so is I dT(x, y)/dx\ i = ux+vx. Hence, by Fubini's theorem,
h i

By part
Further,
entiable,
proof of

j

j

(ux + vx)dx \dy =

j j (ux + vx)dxdy.

(ii) of Theorem 1 the integrand is iK-J(z)
almost everywhere in fl.
it is easily seen that 7(z) is, at each point where T is totally differequal to the derivative DS(z) of the set function S(E) defined in the
(i) of Theorem 1. Hence,

('«) Cf. Ahlfors [l] and Hersch-Pfluger [9]. L.B.
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h < K j j DS(z)dxdy.
Finally,

since S(E) is non-negative,

the last integral

does not exceed S(Q)

= H, so that

(7)

mod fi = h ^ KH = Kmod F(fi),

As is easily seen from the above proof, we can state
following more general form, which will be of use later:

q.e.d.
Theorem

2 in the

Theorem
2'. Let D be a plane region, and E be a point set in D, which is
closed with respect to D and consists of a denumerable infinity of sets of finite
1-dimensional outer measure. Then, a topological mapping w= T(z) of D, which

is K-QC in some neighborhood of each point of D—E, is K-QC in D(17). Similarly, an interior mapping w=f(z) of D into the w-sphere, which is K-PA
some neighborhood of each point of D—E, is K-PA in D.

in

In fact, by a theorem due to Gross [6] (also, cf. [15, p. 279]), any point
set of finite 1-dimensional outer measure on the x+iy-plane
meets almost
every straight-line
y = yo at most at a finite number of points, so that, for
almost all y0, the intersection of y =jo and E is a denumerable set closed with
respect to the intersection of y = y0 and D. Since this property of E is invariant
under conformal mappings, (6) holds for almost all y0, so that the whole proof
is valid also for this case.

Theorem
3. Suppose that a rectangle 0<x<l,
0<y<h
in the z = x+iyplane is mapped, by a K-QC mapping w = T(z), onto another rectangle 0<u<l,
0 <v <H

in the w = u+iv-plane

in such a manner

that the vertices z = 0, 1, 1+ih,

ih correspond^*) to w = 0, 1, 1+iH, iH(19). Then, H = Kh
T(z)=x+iKy;
and, H=K~1h if and only if T(z)=x+iK~1y.

if and only if

For K = 1, we have the
Corollary
1. A 1-QC mapping
is an analytic function.

is a conformal mapping;

a 1-PA function

On the other hand, it is easy to deduce the following

Corollary
2. w = T(z) = \z\Kei&r*' is the unique K-QC mapping of 0<q
<\z\ < 1 onto qK < | w\ < 1 with T(l) = 1; similarly, w = T(z) = | z\ if-Varg* is
the unique K-QC mapping onto qK < \ w\ < 1.

Proof of Theorem 3. Only the necessity must be proved. Since equality
valid in (7), it must hold in every step of the proof of (7).
(") In Ahlfors [l], this is proved under the assumption that E is an analytic
(18) As for the boundary correspondence,
cf. Theorem 4, §5.

(">)Naturally, K^-h^H^Kh.

arc.

is
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First, for almost all y=yo, the T'-image of the segment 0<x<l,
y=yo
must be of length 1, and hence this image is a segment 0<«<1,
v = const.,
so that dv(x, y0)/dx = 0 ior every 0<x<l.
Thus vx = 0 almost everywhere.
Next, from the equality in Schwarz' inequality for almost all y0, we obtain
\dT(x, y0)/dx\ =\du(x, y0)/dx\ =1 for almost all 0<x<l.
Since u(x, y0)
must be increasing, du(x, ya)/dx = l for almost all x. By the absolute continuity, we have u(x, yQ) =Jl(du/dx)dx
= x for almost all yo and every x. Since
u(x, y) is continuous, u(x, y)=x.
Next, since u\+v\ = K-J(z) almost everywhere,
and since ux=l, vx = 0,
and 7(z) =vy almost everywhere, we have vv = K~l almost everywhere. Since
v(x0, y) is absolutely continuous in y for almost all 0<x0<l,
we have v(x0, y)

= Jl(dv/dy)dy = K~ly for every 0<y<h.

Hence v(x, y)=K~ly.

5. K-QC mappings of the unit disc onto itself. In the present section, we
study the properties of a K-QC mapping w= T(z) of \z\ <l onto \w\ <1. By
virtue of the theorems to be proved, various results on conformal mappings
and analytic functions can be extended to quasi-conformal
mappings and
pseudo-analytic
functions. Such applications
will be stated in §6.

Theorem 4. Let w = T(z) be a K-QC mapping of \z\ <1 onto \w\ <1.
Then, T can be extended to a topological mapping of the closed disc \z\ il onto
\w\ il(M).
Hence, by reflections in \z\ =1 and \w\ =1, and by the first part of
Theorem 2', we can extend T to a K-QC mapping of the whole z-sphere onto
the whole w-sphere(21). Thus, the points on \z\ =1 are not boundary points,
but interior points of the region, where w= T(z) is K-QC.
Proof. First, we shall prove that T(z) has a definite boundary value at
each point on |zl =1. Suppose that there exist in \z\ <1 two sequences of
points {zn}, {zn}, m = 1, 2, • • • , converging to one and the same point Zo
on \z\ =1, such that their 7"-images jiti,),
{w„' } in |w| <1 converge
to two
distinct points Wo, »o' on \w\ =1.
For a small p>0, let D„ denote the intersection of \z\ <1 and | z —z0| <p,

and C„ the part of the boundary of Dp lying in \z\ <1. We choose i?>0 so
small, that Zi and z{ lie outside Dr (we assume zi^zl).
For any given r
(0<r<K),
choose n so large, that zn and zn' both belong to Dr. Let Ln, Ln' he
two curves in \w\ <1 connecting Wi to wn and w( to »„', and let dn he the
distance between Ln and Ln'. Since wo^-wl, we can choose 7,n and 7,„' in
such a manner that dn^d>0
for some d independent
of n.
Now, for any r <p <R, the arc C„ meets the inverse images of Ln and Ln',
so that the length of the T-image of Cp is ^d. Hence, by (iii) of Theorem 1,
we have, for almost all p,

(2°)Cf. Ahlfors [l], and also Grdtzsch [7], Yuj6b6 [18; 19].
(21) As to more general "pseudo-analytic

continuation,"

cf. §7.
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I-dw pdd
CpI pdd

(z - z0 = peie),

so that, by Schfaarz' inequality,
/'

I-dw 2pd9.

cpI pdO
Dividing by p and integrating with respect
Fubini's theorem and (ii) of Theorem 1,

R
r C
d2 log — ^ w I I
r

to p from r to R, we obtain,

dw 2
r C
pdpdd ^ irK I I

J JDft-Dr

pdd

by

J(z)pdpd9 ^ ir2K.

J J |j«i

Since r>0 is arbitrary,
this is a contradiction.
Thus, T can be extended to a mapping of the closed disc \z\ ^ 1, which is
easily seen to be continuous. Since the inverse mapping F_1 also permits such
an extension, we see that the extended T is a topological mapping of | z\ ^ 1

onto \w\ ^1, q.e.d.
Next, we shall prove the following
cf. §6) of Grotzsch's theorem [8].

Following Teichmuller

Hersch-Pfluger's

5. Let w=T(z)

[9] (also,

[17], let log $(P) denote for any P> 1, the mod-

ulus of Grotzsch's
extremal region Gp: \z\ >1
line P^x^
+ oo on the real axis.

Theorem

extension

slit along the half straight-

be a K-QC mapping of \z\ <1 onto \w\ <1 with

T(0) = 0. Then, for any 0 < \ z\ < 1,

(8>

Miir)r'=*(ra)-{*(hT)F'

Further, for each z in 0 < \ z\ < 1, there exist two T's unique save for rotations,
each rendering one equality in (8).
Hence, by the well known inequality

(9)

ArK- \z\K S [ F(z)|

P <$(P)

<4P,

we obtain(22)

g 4- \z\K'\

Proof. Let Az denote the unit disc in the z-plane slit along the segment
from the origin to the point z, so that mod ^4j = log$(l/|
z\). Similarly, define
the annulus Aw in the w-plane: mod Aw = log $(l/|w|).
Since the image
T(Ai) is the unit disc slit along a curve from the origin to the point w= T(z),
we have, by a well known theorem of Grotzsch, mod T(AZ) ^mod Aw. Hence,

by Lemma 3, K~1 mod Az^mod Aw, whence follows the first half of (8).
Applying this to T~l, we obtain the second half.
(M) As is seen from the known relation: log #(P) =log P+log 4-l/4P2+0(l/P4),
stant factor in the leftmost side of the following necessarily depends on K.

the con-
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By a conformal mapping of Gp onto l<|z|
<<£(T>) leaving the point
z=l fixed, any two boundary
points of Gp lying on the same point of
P<x<
+ oo, y = 0, are mapped into two points on \z\ =4>(P) having the
same abscissa, and vice versa. From this fact and from Corollary 2 of Theorem 3, we obtain easily the existence and uniqueness of extremal mappings
rendering equalities in (8).

Theorem

6(23). Let w=T(z)

be a K-QC mapping of \z\ <1 onto \w\ <1

with T(l) = 1.7/ the point z tends to I inside a Stolz region, \ arg (1 —z) | <<p
<ir/2, its image w=T(z)
tends to I also inside a Stolz region, |arg (1 —w)\
<yp<ir/2, where yp depends only on <pand K(2i).
Proof. It suffices to show the
ping of the strip — oo <x< + °°,
— oo <w< + oo, 0<^<1
in the
onto the real axis. Then, for any

following fact: Let w= T(z) he a K-QC map0 <y <1 in the z = x+iy-plane
onto the strip
w = u+iv-plane,
the real axis being mapped
0<y0<l,
the distance between the T-image
and the real axis v = 0 has a positive lower bound

of the straight line y=yo
depending only on y0 and K.

By reflection with respect to the real axes we extend T to a K-QC mapping
of — oo <x<

+ oo , — 1 <y <1

onto

— oo <u<

+ oo , — 1 <z><1.

Let Uo+ivo

be

a point on the T-image of y=yo, and let z = x0+iyo and z = Xi be the inverse
images of w = u0+iv0 and w = Uo.
By a function w = w(w), we map the strip — oo <m< + oo, — 1 <v<l
conformally onto \w\ <1, in such a manner that w(m0)=0. Then, as is easily
seen, |w(m0+w0)| =tan
(irvo/'l). Similarly,
by z = z(z), we map — co<x<
+ oo, — l<y<l
conformally
onto \z\ <1, in such a manner that z(xi)=0.
This time, we have |z(x0+iyo)|
^tan (7ry0/4).
Applying (9) to the composed K-QC mapping of \z\ <l onto \w\ <1, we
obtain 4~K| z(x0+7.'y0)| Ki | w(uo+iv0) |. Hence,
0 < — tan-1

4~K< tan (— yo ]>

\i

v0,

q.e.d.

Theorem
7. Let w= T(z) be a K-QC mapping of \z\ <1 onto | w\ <1 with
T(0) =0. Then, for any two points Z\, z2 on the closed disc \z\ il,
(10)

(48)"* ■ \z2-

zi\Ki

| T(z2) -

T(zi) | i 48- | z2 - zx \K~\

Yujobo [18] proved, under his definition of quasi-conformality,
the second
half of (10) with the constant factor 2e%r replacing 48. In Ahlfors [l ] this is
proved with a constant factor depending on K. As will be shown in [ll ], the
best possible value of this numerical constant is 16.

Proof. We use the following inequality due to Teichmuller [17]. For any
0<P<
+ oo, let log ^(P) denote the modulus of the x+iy-plane
slit along
(2i) This result has been proved independently
by J. Jenkins
(u) As to some related results, cf. Yuj6b6 [19].

[22]. L.B.
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and the half straight

line P^x<

+ oo on the real

axis. Then,

¥(P) < 16F + 8.
Since T*1 is also K-QC, it suffices to prove the second half of the inequality. By reflections in the unit circumferences,
we extend T to a K-QC mapping of \z\ < + oo onto \w\ < + co. We may assume that 0< |z2 —zx\ <2 and
| 221 = | zi| =L Let A denote the annulus |z2 —Zx\ <\z —Zx\ <l + |zi| , so that

1 + | zx |
1
mod A = log -j-jk log -j-r
| z2 — Zx |

•

| z2 — Zx |

One of the complementary
continua of the image annulus T(A) contains
the points Wi=F(zi) and w2=T(z2), the other contains the point at infinity
and a point on \w\ =1, so that it contains a point on | w —Wx\ =2. Hence, by
Teichmuller's
theorem [17], the modulus of T(A) does not exceed that of the
u +iv-p\ane slit along the segment — [ w2 —Wx| ^ u g 0 and the ray 2 j£ u < + oo
on the real axis, i.e.

mod T(A) ^ log * -j-r

2

•

\W2 — Wx\

Since K~l mod A ^mod
/

1

\K~l

(i-r)
\\Zi — Zx\ /

/

T(A) and | w2—wx\ ^2, we have
2

\

= *d-r)<i-r
\ I W2 — Wx I /

32
\W2 — Wx\

48

+ 8= i-1'
\w2—

Wx\

whence the result follows.
For any bounded plane set E we denote by C(E) the (inner) logarithmic
capacity of E, and by A0(F) the (outer) logarithmic
measure of E. Similarly,
for any 0<a^2,
we denote by CM(E) the (inner) capacity of order a of E,
and by Aa(T2) the (outer) a-dimensional
measure of E. Theorem
7 implies

Theorem
8. Let w = T(z) be a K-QC mapping of \z\ < 1 onto | w\ < 1 with
T(0) =0. Let Et be a point set on the closed disc \z\ ^1, and Ew its image on

\w\ ^1. Then,
C(EW) g 48 {C(Ei)} s-\

A0(EW) g K ■A0(E,);

and^) for any 0<ag2,
0>(£„)

g 48{C^"1«'(-E,)}K"1.

A„(£«) =g (48)«Ax-i„(£z).

Naturally, these inequalities hold also for linear sets on the circumferences. On the other hand, the inequalities concerning capacities hold also for
(26) By the remark to Theorem 7, the constant 48 in the following equation
placed by 16. This value, however, seems not to be the best possible.

may be re-
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outer capacities, since, by definition, the outer capacity of a set is the infimum
of the inner capacities of open sets containing
Hence we have the

it(26).

Corollary.
By a K-QC mapping of a plane region any set of inner or outer
logarithmic capacity zero is transformed into a set with the same property.
Proof of Theorem 8. The inequalities concerning measures are direct consequences of the definitions and of the second half of (10). Since the inner
capacity of a set is the supremum of capacities of closed sets contained in it,
we may assume that Ez and Ew are closed. For a bounded closed set E, C(E)
and CM(E) are, as is well known, equal to the transfinite diameter of E and
to the transfinite diameter of order a of E, respectively (cf. [5; 13 ]). Thus the
desired inequalities follow from the definitions and from the second half of

(10).
Theorems 4-8 proved above are, of course, valid also for quasi-conformal
mappings in the usual sense. Theorem 7 expresses a compactness property
peculiar to our definition (cf. Ahlfors [l]).
Theorem 9. Let w = T„(z), ra = l,2, • • • , be a sequence of K-QC mappings
of \z\ <1 onto Iw\ <1 satisfying F„(0) =0. Then {Tn} contains a subsequence,
which converges uniformly on the closed disc |z| ^1, to a K-QC mapping

w=T(z)

of \z\ <1 onto \w\ <1.

Proof. By the second half of (10) the complex valued functions w= Tn(z)
are equi-continuous
on \z\ ^1. Hence, by Ascoli's theorem, we can find a subsequence of {Tn}, which converges uniformly on |z|^l
to a function
w=T(z).
We denote this subsequence
again by {F„}. By the remark of
Lemma 1 in §3, we have only to show that w= T(z) is a topological mapping
of \z\ —1 onto \w\ :S1(27). First, applying (10) to F„ and letting ra—>+ oo, we
see that T(z) is univalent and bicontinuous
on \z\ :§1. Secondly, for any
fixed w in \w\ g 1, the inverse image Tn'1(w) must have an accumulation
point
in | z| S 1, where T(z) has to assume the value w. Since obviously | T(z) I j£l,
w = T(z) is a topological mapping of \z\ ^1 onto |w| sSl, q.e.d.
We close this section with a list of three unsolved problems, which seem
to be of fundamental
importance in the theory of quasi-conformal
mappings
and pseudo-analytic
functions(28).
(1) Is a K-QC mapping necessarily measurable? In other words, does it
(26) It makes no difference to take, instead of open sets, covering sets "open with respect
to the closed disc." Further, if the set in question lies on the circumference, we may take as
covering sets linear open sets on that circumference.
(27) Then, e.g. by Brouwer's theorem (cf. [2, p. 396]), \z\ <1 is mapped onto \w\ <1.
(28) The answer to questions (1) and (2) is affirmative. This follows from the equivalence
theorem mentioned in footnote 11 and from the results of C. B. Morrey [24]. Cf. also Boyarskil

[21], L.B.
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transform a (closed) set of two-dimensional
measure zero into a set with the
same property?
(2) Let w=T(z) be a K-QC mapping of \z\ <1 onto \w\ <1. Is the extended T necessarily absolutely continuous on \z\ =1? In other words, does
it transform a (closed) set of linear measure zero on |z| =1 into a set on
| w\ = 1 with the same property(29)?
(3) Consider the family of continuously
differentiable
K-QC mappings
of a region D. Is this family dense(30) in the family of all K-QC mappings of
D? In other words, can a K-QC mapping of D he approximated
(uniformly
on compact subsets) by continuously differentiable ones?
6. Applications. We state first some simple applications of Theorems 4-8
of §5, which hold also for quasi-conformal
mappings and pseudo-analytic
functions in the usual sense.
Let w = w(z) be a K-QC mapping of \z\ <l onto a plane region A in the
w-plane. We map A conformally(31) onto | f [ <1 by f = f(w), in such a manner
that the point w = w(0) in A corresponds
to f = 0. The composite mapping

£ = t(w(z)) = T(z) is a K-QC mapping of \z\ <1 onto |f| <1 with T(0)=0.
For the conformal mapping between A and |f| <1, we have, e.g., the
theorems
of Caratheodory
and Lindelof on the correspondence
between
boundary elements of A and points on | f | =1. Hence, by Theorems 4 and 6,
we see that these theorems hold also for the K-QC mapping w = w(z). Similarly, various theorems on conformal mappings can be extended to the class of

K-QC mappings(32).
Next, let w =f(z) be a K-PA function defined in \z\ < 1. As was remarked
in §2, w=f(z) is represented in the form w=<p(T(z)), where f = T(z) is a plane
K-QC

mapping

and w=</>(f) is an analytic

function.

Without

loss of general-

ity, we may assume that $=T(z) maps \z\ <1 onto |f | <1 with T(0)=0.
Since, by Theorem 4, the T-image of an arc on | z\ = 1 is an arc on | f | = 1,
we have immediately
the following proposition,
which will be of use in the
next section.
Let w=f(z) be continuous on \z\ il, and K-PA in \z\ <1. If f(z) is equal
to a constant on an arc of \ z\ = 1, it is identically equal to that constant.
More generally, we can state, by Theorem 4, an extension of Koebe's
theorem
on bounded
analytic
functions.
Further,
from Theorem
5 and
Schwarz' lemma, we have the Hersch-Pfluger
extension [9] of that lemma.
(29) Problem (2) is meaningful also for quasi-conformal
mappings in the usual sense.
Further, we can easily show that an affirmative answer to (2) leads to that of (1).
(30) With respect to the topology defined by uniform convergence on compact subsets.
(31) By the remark to Lemma 3 in §3, A cannot be conformally equivalent with | f | < + ■».
(ffi) Especially, theorems concerning logarithmic capacities of sets on the unit circumference. In order to settle whether or not we can extend theorems concerning linear measures,
e.g. F. and M. Riesz's theorem on conformal mapping of a region bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve, we have to solve the problem (2) stated in §5. A similar remark holds also for K-PA
functions.
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Also, an extension of Schottky's
theorem follows from Theorem 5. As an
example of such applications, we shall state and prove the following extension
of Beurling's theorem [3](33).
Let w =f(z) be K-PA in \z\ < 1, and suppose that the Riemannian image of
|z| <1 by f(z) has, as a covering surface of the w-sphere, a finite area. Then,
except for a set of outer logarithmic capacity zero on \z\ =1, lim/(z) exists when
z tends to a point on \z\ =1 inside a Stolzregion. Further, if w = ais an ordinary
value for f(z) in Beurling's sense, the set of points on \z\ =1, where lim/(z) =a,
is of outer logarithmic capacity zero.
Proof. Let w=f(z) be represented
by w = 0(f), f=F(z),
as mentioned
above. For the analytic function w = 0(f) in | f | < 1, Beurling's theorem holds.
Let E( be the exceptional set on |f| =1,where
lim 0(f) does not exist, and

let Ez be the image of Et by z= F_1(f) extended by Theorem 4. Since Et is
of outer logarithmic capacity zero, so is Ez by Theorem 8. Now, by Theorem
6, if z tends to a point on \z\ =1 not belonging to Ez inside a Stolz region, its
F-image tends to a point EF{ on \ f | = 1 inside a Stolz region. Hence, lim/(z)
= lim <p(T(z)) exists. The remaining part is proved in the same way.
Next, we turn to applications of Theorem 9 which are peculiar to our

definition.
Theorem 10. If a sequence fn(z), « = 1, 2, • • • , of K-PA functions defined
in a region D converges^) to a function f(z) uniformly on compact subsets of D,

then f(z) is K-PA in D.
Proof. Without
\z\ <1.

loss of generality,

Let fn(z) =(j>n(t),

f=F„(z)

we may assume D to be the unit disc
be

the

representation

of fn(z),

f = Fn(z) is a K-QC mapping of \z\ <1 onto |f| <1 with F„(0)=0,

where

and

0»(f) is analytic in | f [ <1. From the sequence { F~'(f)} we choose, by Theorem 9, a subsequence uniformly convergent on |f| 2=1 to a K-QC mapping
of |f| <1 onto \z\ <1, which we denote by z = F_1(f). Let the subsequence
be again denoted by {F^1}. Since {fn(z)} converges uniformly on compact
subsets of |z\ <1, so does {0n(f)} = {fn(TH\$))}
in |f| <1. Hence, the limit
function c/>(f)=/(F-1(f))
is analytic. Thus, f(z) =<b(T(z)) is a K-PA function in

\z\ <l,q.e.d.
If, in the above proof, all the c/>„'sare univalent, the limit function 0(f)
is either univalent or identically
equal to a constant.
Hence we have the

following
Corollary
1. If a sequence of K-QC mappings of D converges uniformly on
compact subsets of D, the limit mapping is either a K-QC mapping of D or transforms D into a single point.
(33)The extension of Beurling's

theorem to quasi-conformal

by A. Lohwater [23] and J. Jenkins [22]. L.B.
(M) With respect to the spherical distance.

mapping has been given also
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we can state

the following

theorem (also, cf. Yuj6bo [18]).
Corollary
2. Let w=fn(z), m = 1, 2, • • • , be a sequence of uniformly
bounded^) K-PA functions defined in D. Then {/„} contains a subsequence
which converges to a K-PA function uniformly on compact subsets of D.
Proof. Since the analytic functions <p„(f) in the proof of Theorem 10 form
a normal family in |f| <1, we have only to choose a subsequence
from
m = 1, 2, ■ • • , for which both {</>«(?)} and {T„(z)} converge.
7. Pseudo-analytic
continuation. Theorem 2' of §4 can be regarded as a
theorem on removal of singularities,
if the topological character of w=T(z)
or the interiority
of w=f(z) is assured by some other conditions. We state

here the following
Corollary
of Theorem 2'. Let D and E have the same meanings as in
Theorem 2', and let w=f(z) be continuous(36) in D and K-PA in D —E. If E
and its image f(E)

on the w-sphere are both totally disconnected,

then w =/(z)

is K-PA in D.
In fact, by the conditions on E and f(E), and by a theorem on the prolongation of an interior mapping due toSto'ilow [16, p. 122], we can assert that
w =f(z) is an interior mapping of D.
By a similar method, we shall prove the following analogue of Painleve's
theorem on analytic continuation.

Theorem
11. Suppose that a simply connected region D in the z-plane is
divided into two regions Dx and D2 by a rectifiable Jordan arc C in D connecting
two boundary points of D. Let w =f(z) be a function defined and continuous in D.

If f(z) is K-PA in Di and in D2 respectively, and if the image f(C) of C on the
w-sphere has no interior
y^O

points^1),

then, w=f(z)

is K-PA

in D.

Corollary(38).
Suppose that w=f(z) is continuous on the half disc \z\ <1,
in the z = x+iy-plane,
K-PA in its interior, and real on the segment

—I <x<l,

y = 0. Then, defining f(z) in the lower half disc by(39) [f(z)]*, we can

extend f(z) to a K-PA function

in \z\ < 1.

Proof. In view of the second half of Theorem 2' it suffices to show that
w=f(z) is either identically equal to a constant or an interior mapping of D
into the w-sphere. As was remarked in §6, if f(z) is equal to a constant on an
(35) This may be replaced by any other condition, which assures the normality of a family
of analytic functions.
(36)With respect to the spherical distance.
(37) Whether this condition can be removed or not, I cannot say.
(38) This can be more easily proved by the method in §6, i.e. by reduction to the case of
analytic

functions.

(39)A bracketed expression followed by a * denotes complex conjugation.
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arc of C, it is identically
nonconstant,

equal to that constant

and show that

it is an interior
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in D. We assume that/(z)
mapping.

is

Since the discussion

is purely topological, we may assume that D is the unit disc \z\ <1, C the
segment —1 <x<l,
y = 0, and Di, D2 the upper and lower halves of D.
Suppose first that a continuum T in D is mapped by w=f(z) into a single
point. Since, by Baire's theorem (cf. [2, p. 108], or [15, p. 54]), a continuum
is of the second category, at least one of the intersections Tr\Di, TC\D2, and
TC\C contains a subcontinuum
of V. In any of these three cases, this leads to
a contradiction
to the hypothesis of nonconstancy
of f(z). Hence, w=f(z)
does not map any continuum into a single point.
Next, we shall prove that w =f(z) is an open mapping. Suppose that the
image f(G) of an open set G in D contains a boundary point w0 of itself. The
inverse images of w0 in G form a point set 7i0 closed with respect to G. Since
w =/(z) is an interior mapping of Dx and D2 respectively, E0 must lie on C.
Let Zo be a point of E0. Since, as remarked above, E0 is totally disconnected, we can find a Jordan region d satisfying the following conditions:
(i) d contains z0, and is contained in G together with its boundary curve y;

and
(ii) 7 intersects C exactly twice, and has no points in common with E0.
The region d is divided by the arc C(~\d into two subregions d+ and dr,
which lie respectively in the upper and lower halves of D.
Since the image f(y) of 7 is a closed set and does not contain w0, we can
find a simply connected neighborhood U of w0, which has no points in common
with/(7).
Now, the/-image
of d+ is an open set having w0 on its boundary.
Since the /-image of C(~\d has no interior points, we can find a point Wi in
U, which is contained in f(d+) but not in f(CC\d). On the other hand, since the
/-image of d\Jy is a closed set containing Woas a boundary point, we can find
another point w2 in U, which is an exterior point of f(d*Uy). We may assume
that Wi and w2 are both different from w = 00.
Note that in d+ and in d~, w =f(z) is an orientation
preserving
topological
mapping followed by a mapping by an analytic function. Let m+ be the number of inverse images of Wi in d+, counted with their multiplicities.
By the
above choice of Wi, we have m+>0. Denote by 7+ the boundary curve of d+
in its positive orientation
with respect to d+. Then, since f(z)^Wi, w2 on 7+,
and 9^w2 in d+, we have(40)

n0 < »+ = —
1 var. arg.-•/(«) - Wi

2t y+

f(z) — w2

Similarly, let n~ he the number of inverse images of Wi in d~, and let y~ denote
the boundary curve of d~ in its positive orientation with respect to dr. As
before, we have
(40) By the following notation, we mean the variation along 7+ of a branch of the argument,
which is continuously extended along 7+ from a fixed point on 7+.
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1
f(z) - Wx
0 S n~~— var. arg-•
2tt yf(z) — w2
Summing

these two inequalities,

we obtain

1
f(z) — Wx
0 < — var. arg —--•,

(11)

27T y

f(z) — W2

where y is taken in its positive orientation
with respect to d. On the other
hand, since f(y) lies outside U, the right hand side of (11) must vanish,
which is a contradiction.
Hence, w=f(z) is an open mapping of D, q.e.d.
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